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Annex 1b 

The disposal of reactor pressure vessels heads at the Soulaines LLW 
disposal site (France) 

by Pascal Lecoq and Michel Dutzer, ANDRA, France 

1. Introduction 

In 1994, EDF, the national utility, requested ANDRA (Agence nationale pour la gestion des 
déchets radioactifs), the French national agency for the management of radioactive waste, 
to take over 55 reactor pressure vessel (RPV) heads from all PWRs (900 and 1,300 MW). 

By 1994, 24 of the 55 vessel heads had already been removed and stored in an EDF 
facility located in southern France. 

Since the disposal of such large components was not described and licensed in the 
safety report of the Centre de l’Aube and in the regulatory body’s technical prescriptions, it 
was necessary to request a special authorisation from the Nuclear Safety Authority 
(Autorité de sûreté nucléaire –ASN), which is the French regulatory body. 

2. Relationship with regulatory body 

The study relating to the disposal of large components (long-term safety and 
operation aspects) began in 1995, and the first authorisation request was sent to ASN in 
December 1997. 

The main provisions being foreseen included: 

• the disposal of the RPV head with the use of a biological shielding plate under the 
head and of a protection plate for adapters. No containment performance was 
specified (the picture below shows the component for disposal, without its 
shielding plate). That point was a major deviation from the fundamental safety 
rule, which prescribes a multi-barrier disposal system involving the geological 
environment, a disposal vault and a package (conditioned waste); 

• the disposal in dedicated vaults (with sizes less important than for standard 
vaults), equipped with a movable roof and a gantry crane 160-t capacity): 12 
components per vault equipped with separate internal walls. RPV heads may be 
embedded directly inside the vaults, thanks to a specific equipment (grouting 
platform interfaced with the guide tubes used for injection and air 
extraction/filtration), and 

• the establishment, based on both the radiological characterisation of the first 24 
RPV heads within a mean spectrum (averaged activity level for every radionuclide) 
and a maximum spectrum (highest activity level of every radionuclide), and the 
decision to limit acceptance for the disposal of RPV head whose activity would be 
less than that maximum spectrum and less than the embedding threshold, which, 
in the French concept, is the threshold between ILW waste, for which containment 
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performances are requested and have to be demonstrated, and low-level waste, for 
which good conditioning practices are requested, without demonstrating their 
containment properties (e.g., 60Co: 3.7·103 Bq·g-1). 

Figure 1: Vessel head removal 

 

Investigations by the regulatory body lasted 18 months, and the decision was 
unfavourable, due to: 

• the lack of an envelope (packaging) all around the waste, and 

• the observation, with regard to the embedding conditions, of a continuity between 
the package and the filling material (inside the vault), without that continuous 
envelope. 

Consequently, the file was revised: the package concept was changed, and the 
confining envelope, which was initially used for transportation only, was maintained for 
disposal purposes in order to form, together with the shielding plate, the first barrier 
around the waste. Hence, the mass of the large components increased from 60 and 80 t to 
100 and 120 t, respectively. 

Filling operation inside the protective shield (900-
MW model) 

External filling (900-MW model) 
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Figure 2: Arrival of the PRV head convoy at the Soulaines disposal site for LILW 

 

Figure 3: Handling from the storage area to the dedicated vault 

(On the left, in front of the vault, the floor used for grouting.) 
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Figure 4: PRV head at its disposal location, after grouting 

 

 

3. Relationship with the stakeholders 

The delivery of vessel heads at the Soulaines disposal site was discussed during a 
meeting of the Local Information Committee (Commission locale d’information – CLI). That 
institutional committee is prescribed for any basic nuclear facility; its members are 
representatives of elected officials, civil-life citizens and associations. The commission 
ensures the link between the operator and the population. 

The questions raised by the members of the CLI related to external exposures by PRV 
heads, the responsibility for transportation and the different tests performed at ANDRA’s 
disposal site before the disposal of the first RPV head. 

At the same time, a media file was prepared and distributed to local newspapers. 

Later, a meeting was organised just before the delivery of the first RPV head, on the 
initiative of the President of the CLI, in a municipality located close to the disposal site, in 
order to provide information on transportation conditions. In that respect, it is important 
to note that little roadwork was required, but the most important part of it (i.e., the 
building of a new bridge) took place 10 km from the disposal site, thus causing traffic to 
be partly diverted during that time. 

With regard to the interest warranted by that new activity, the population watched 
the heavy convoys pass through their villages, but that subject has long ceased to be a 
current event. 

 


